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November 16, 2010 - "Love Letter" is the next
single from R. Kelly's new self-titled album.
comes out December 14th. The first is a
standard album. The album received mixed
reviews from critics. On the Rotten Tomatoes
website, it received 42% positive reviews, which
equates to an overall score of 63%. On
Metacritic, which ranks every current American
contemporary music album based primarily on
critical reviews, the album has a score of 64 out
of 100 based on 21 reviews, indicating generally
mixed, average, or negative reviews.
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A: As the code snippet you've provided is
already too long for a comment, I'm just going
to provide a solution. The main problem is that

there are invalid URIs. "rtmp://rkellyloveletterzip
download.cached.nomx.net/live/livestream/Shoo
tingcats" should be: "rtmp://rkellyloveletterzipdo
wnload.cached.nomx.net:1935/live/livestream/S
hootingcats" The two values are separated by a

":" (colon). This results in a highly
undocumented and unsupported feature (as far
as we know). It looks like.cached.nomx.net has
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special meaning for MediaPlayerConnectivity:Me
diaPlayerConnectivity.connectToDevice. More

importantly though, this is not supported in any
way by any standard Android MediaPlayer API,

by any way! I don't understand why
your.nomx.net URIs are there (but this doesn't

matter too much, I guess), but even if they were
valid, they wouldn't work anyway - as

MediaPlayerConnectivity doesn't support this
feature. So I suggest that you could try the

following. Make sure that your.nomx.net URIs
are valid - they should be. I also suggest that

you try to create a simple HelloWorld. I use the
following code (which doesn't contain any

MediaPlayer stuff whatsoever, but we can add it
later): public class MainActivity extends Activity

{ @Override protected void onCreate(Bundle
savedInstanceState) {

super.onCreate(savedInstanceState);
setContentView(R.layout.activity_main); String

url = ""; String html = null; try { html =
getPage(url); } catch (IOException e) {

e.printStackTrace(); } c6a93da74d
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